Higgs boson decays in flexible brane world models with stable, massive gravi-vectors are considered. Such vectors couple bilinearly to the Standard Model fields through either the Standard Model energy-momentum tensor, the weak hypercharge field strength or the Higgs scalar. The role of the coupling involving the extrinsic curvature is highlighted. It is found that within the presently allowed parameter space, the decay rate of the Higgs into two gravi-vectors (which would appear as an invisible Higgs decay) can be comparable to the rate for any of the Standard Model decay modes.
Various theoretical extensions of theories of gravity include vector particles. In particular, such gravi-vectors [1] appear in flexible brane world models in which a four dimensional spacetime is embedded in a higher dimensional spacetime thus breaking the extra dimensional spatial translation symmetries [2] . When these symmetries are made local thereby including higher dimensional gravitational interactions, the erstwhile Nambu-Goldstone scalar degrees of freedom [3] associated with the higher dimensional spatial translation symmetry breakdown become the longitudinal components of the now massive vector particles, X µ i . For N ≥ 2 additional compactified isotropic spatial dimensions, these vectors, which are completely neutral under the Standard Model gauge group, carry an additional SO(N ) quantum number, labelled by i = 1, ..., N , which reflects the isometry of the co-dimensional space when the 4-dimensional brane is embedded in the larger dimensional spacetime. On the other hand, all Standard Model particles are SO(N ) singlets. Consequently, SO(N ) invariant interactions of these vector Proca fields require them to appear in pairs and they are thus massive, stable physical degrees of freedom. For a single codimension, N = 1, the vector is stable provided there is a unbroken parity with respect to the extra dimension under which the brane vector is odd. Being stable, the vectors are also candidates for the dark matter of the universe and are thus subject to the appropriate constaints [4] .
The strength of the vector interactions is governed by the ratio
where M X is the vector mass whose nonzero value is model dependent and F 4 X the brane tension. In the flexible brane limit where the brane tension is much smaller than the D-dimensional Planck scale, the Kaluza-Klein modes of higher dimensional gravity decou-
2 with H the Higgs scalar so that included in L HXX is the interaction of the Higgs to two X fields. Here again, the coefficients λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are dimensionless constants of the effective Lagrangian.
Thus the effective interaction (1) is characterized by two mass scales, F X and M X which we treat as free parameters as well as five model dependent dimensionless couplings, κ 1 , κ 2 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 . Constraints on the F X −M X parameter space have been obtained [4] using collider data and dark matter limits. For the numerical estimates made in this paper, we shall, for definiteness, use the value F X = 250 GeV which is well within the currently allowed range for M X ≤ 100 GeV and is appropriate for a Higgs boson with mass less than 200 GeV. Moreover, for definiteness, we take N = 2.
We now turn to consider Higgs boson decays containing a pair of X vectors. We begin with the decay H → XX which appears as an invisible Higgs decay. The leading order Feynman graph for this process is displayed in figure 1 where the vertex is secured using the effective La-
grangian L HXX . Note that L T XX does not contribute to the leading order graph since vacuum stability dictates that there is no term linear in H in the Higgs potential. The decay rate is readily computed as
with ξ ≡ MX MH . Figures 2 and 3 display the ratio of this rate to the total Higgs decay rate as computed in the Standard Model for Higgs masses of 120 GeV and 180 GeV taking the parameters λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = 1. We see that the rate of Higgs decay to a pair of X vectors for these parameters is quite comparable to the rate for any of the Standard Model decay channels. Note that the F X dependence is quite steep varying as 1/F for an F X value as high as 500 GeV, the 120 GeV Higgs boson will still decay to the X pairs at roughly a rate of 10 −3 that obtained from the Standard Model. Since the Higgs decay to µμ is one of considerable focus at the LHC, we next consider the decay channel H → µμXX which would appear as µμ plus missing energy. This process can be mediated by either the induced metric coupling L T XX to the energy-momentum tensor T
SM µν
or the coupling L BXX to the weak hypercharge. The former interactions appear in the Feynman graphs of figure 4 . The amplitude obtained from these graphs varies as mµ F 4 X and is thus, in general, suppressed relative to the amplitude obtained from the graph of figure 5 which depends on the extrinsic curvature coupling L BXX and is independent of m µ .
In figures 6-7 is plotted the ratio of the total rate for this process to the Standard Model rate of Higgs decay to µμ for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV while taking κ 1 = κ 2 = 1. The rather sharp peak in figure 6 arises when both of the internal Z lines are basically on-shell thus providing a significant enhancement. For this narrow range of M X masses which is roughly centered about M X ≃ 13 GeV, the ratio is ∼ 10 −3 . It then falls quite dramatically by several orders of magnitude as seen in the figure 7. The bump in this plot arises from one of the internal Z lines being essentially on shell. This generic type of behavior is also seen for a Higgs mass of 180 GeV as evidenced in the figure 8. Once again, there is a narrow range of M X values where the decay rate Γ(H → µμXX) relative to the Standard Model rate for H → µμ is a few parts in 10 −3 while for other M X values the ratio steeply drops to an experimentally inaccessible range.
Finally, we consider the decay rate H → γXX which appears as a photon plus missing energy. The leading Feynman graph contributing to this process is displayed in figure 9 . Here for the Hγγ and HγZ vertices, we use the 1-loop Standard Model effective couplings
with is secured from the fermion and W vector 1-loop graphs. On the other hand, the γXX and ZXX vertices are given by the effective Lagrangian L BXX . The doubly differential decay rate is
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